Sandy
Survivor

A Beachfront ICF Home
Still Provides Shelter
for the Owner

Text by SHERRY BOYD
Based upon research and photography by Bill Naegeli

Ten

years ago when John Seth Sochacki III recommended to his mother-in-law that
her new home on Front Street in Union Beach, New Jersey should be built using
Insulating Concrete Forms (ICFs), little did he know that it would one day provide a refuge
for he and his wife and their two children during a super storm that destroyed all the other
single-family homes on the same block. As John researched ICFs he faced road blocks at every
turn. Yet, he became more and more convinced that ICFs offered the most safe, secure and
energy-efficient option available. In the end he acted as the general contractor and oversaw
all aspects of the project.
Now, John’s mother-in-law, Leonora
Hallet, is grateful for the foresight,
initiative and perseverance that John
invested into completing the Hallet
House. She happily welcomed the four
Sochackis to come there during Hurricane Sandy, which turned into the
historic super storm of October 29,
2012. The whole family safely rode
out the onslaught in the beachfront
house. Leonora’s grandsons even took
a video that has well over 90,000 hits
on YouTube http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ady9mc7fdTU. They continue
to live there.
Two houses northwest of Hallet
House are gone and only their foundations and rubble remain. The house
next-door to the southeast has been
condemned, and three doors farther
over sits the odd shaped remains of a
house that was featured on the cover of The Hallet House lost some exterior siding, and some damp drywall will have to be replaced. That’s the full
Newsweek.
extent of damages.
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The Hallet House may just be the
best argument for building to assure
resilience. Throughout the storm and
afterwards, Leonora and the rest of her
family have enjoyed the uninterrupted
comfort and security of the two-story,
4,000 square foot ICF home. Even as
high waves hit the sides of the house,
the homeowner and her family were
unafraid. The family points out that ICF
building seems to be overlooked both
technically and literally. Soon after the
storm, FEMA representatives hovered
above the ICF house in helicopters.
Processions of politicians and reporters
showed up in the following days, yet
none stopped in to ask how the one green
Cape Cod style house remains occupied
and in excellent condition, while all the
other single-family homes have orange
signs declaring them unsound, unsafe,
and unsuited for occupancy.
Bill Naegeli is an ICF distributor and
builder who heard of the Hallet House
from a relief worker and researched it to
provide the story about it to this magazine. He says, “It is painfully obvious that
we can build homes that can withstand
significant hurricanes, tornadoes, and
even fires, yet the average homeowner is
practically unaware that this technology
exists!” Naegeli emphatically says, “What
was John’s biggest hurdle in building the
ICF house? It turns out to be the building
industry as a whole!”
There is another story to be told, one
too convoluted and surprising to cover
in this issue – the story behind why John
Seth Sochacki III had to become his own
general contractor. There is a follow-up
story to come with more details. It is also
a story of opportunity for ICF subcontractors, like Ken Brown, who went on to
become a general contractor after he saw
Hallet House completed. Let’s explore
how we can tackle the dilemmas and
obstacles that are faced by homeowners
who see the value and can’t find builders
willing to take the step into the unknown
to build safer and stronger ICF homes.
How do we tackle the obstacles?
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Inside the home that survived super-storm Sandy, John Sochacki and his sons join Ken Brown with a Logix Insulating Concrete Form (ICF) left over from construction of the Hallet House. Left to Right: John Keith Sochacki, John
Seth Sochacki III, ICF subcontractor Ken Brown, and Cristofer Sochacki
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